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1. Introduction

A focus on innovation. Manufactured housing practices date back nearly a century with the first housing construction production line being created in the United States in 1926,1 followed by the UK post World War II2 and Japan in 1955.3 More recently, in 2012, the output of the prefabricated building industry globally has been estimated to be at US$90.1 …

Brands That Matter – Applications. The world of esports and gaming has evolved beyond the screens into a much broader pop-cultural machine. 100 …

A weekly collection of lesson plans, writing prompts and activities from The Learning Network, a site that helps educators and students teach and learn with The New York Times.

Aug 02, 2017 · Critical Race scholars contend that the current period of “race relations” is dominated by a “color-blind” racial ideology and argue that although individuals continue to hold conventional racial views in the post-civil rights era, today whites, and nonwhites, generally tend to minimize overt racist discourse and direct racial language to avoid the stigma of racism (Bobo …
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Mar 17, 2022 · Introduction. The COVID-19 pandemic drove a major rethinking of economic policymaking, including a renewed focus on policies to bring back manufacturing operations from overseas. [1] Initially, onshoring discussions centered on goods immediately relevant to the crisis, such as personal protective equipment (PPE) or medical supplies.
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